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LogiMAT 2024: Smart Logistics Platform with 
ChatGPT Integration 

The ICS Group (ICS for short) is presenting pioneering software solutions 
for automating intralogistics in SAP® and non-SAP environments at this 
year's LogiMAT in Stuttgart from March 19th to 21st, in Hall 8 / Stand A21. 
The company wants to set a new milestone with the further development of 
its warehouse management system (WMS) Stradivari® into a smart, AI-
based logistics platform. 

Kelsterbach, January 12, 2024: The major challenges in the logistics industry, 

such as significant cost increases due to ongoing crises, the ongoing labor 

shortage or supply chain bottlenecks, require innovative automation solutions for 

resilient logistics. The Stradivari logistics platform from ICS offers exactly that. As 

a multi-warehouse and multi-client WMS, it seamlessly networks all warehouse 

processes and integrates data capture, identification and provision systems as 
required. What also particularly distinguishes Stradivari is the constant further 

development and flexibility for holistic digitalized intralogistics, with which logistics 

companies gain speed and competitiveness in dynamic market events. 

As a top innovation, ICS is presenting the integration of the advanced AI chatbot 

ChatGPT in Stradivari to the specialist audience for the first time at LogiMAT 

2024. For example, ChatGPT answers inquiries - formulated in natural language - 

about delivery status and product availability, filters for top sellers and creates 

individual inventory reports. Employees are also supported in process operation 

through interactive chat dialogs. With the Predictive Logistics module, forecasts 

for inventory management and resource utilization can be made and logistics 

processes can thus be made more efficient. The AI-based computer vision 

technology, which analyzes and maps goods movements and inventories in the 

warehouse in real time - without manual scanning processes - is also a current 

Stradivari highlight. 

The transport control system also ensures efficient internal transport, optionally 

including real-time localization of transport means and units. Thanks to the 
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VDA5050 interface, fully automated transport processes via autonomous industrial 

trucks (AGV, AMR) across manufacturers are possible. 

These and other Stradivari modules, together with the Pay per Use billing model, 
enable companies to realize a high level of automation at usage-based operating 

costs. The warehouse of the future not only operates digitally and transparently, 

but also intelligently and proactively. Visitors to the LogiMAT stand can see for 

themselves live showcases of the smart logistics platform Stradivari in 

combination with the latest auto-ID technologies, such as barcode scanners, 

mobile computers and wearables. 

Two innovative partners, Cambium Networks and LogSolution, are also 

represented at the ICS trade fair stand. Cambium Networks is a leading provider 

of future-proof WIFI and directional radio solutions that are essential for mobile 

online processes in intralogistics. LogSolution offers, among other things, 

intelligent forecast software for the management of logistics processes, which will 

be presented on site in a common use case. “Together with our partners, we 

provide comprehensive insights into the latest developments and solutions for 
intralogistics,” says José da Silva, Chief Sales Officer of ICS, in anticipation of 

LogiMAT 2024. Interested parties can register at www.ics-group.eu. Register 

immediately to visit the stand and secure a day ticket for the trade fair. 
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Expert Talk by the ICS Group at LogiMAT 2024: 
 
The Age of AI: Stradivari® – the smart logistics platform with ChatGPT integration. 
Speaker: Oliver Moser, Chief Digital Officer, ICS Group 

Tuesday, March 19, 2024, 1:00 p.m., Forum South / Hall 8 
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René Weiler, Head of Marketing 
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About ICS Group  
The ICS Group (ICS) supports companies with digital transformation in the supply chain – end-to-

end. Through individual consulting, innovative IoT technologies, integrative platforms & software 
as well as tailor-made IT service management, customers receive sustainable solutions for their 

growth. 

 

For example, ICS dynamizes production with real-time analytics and Industry 4.0 processes, 

automates warehouse logistics with WMS and SAP® solutions, accelerates transportation with 

mobile real-time data and visualizes the POS with digital assistants. 

 

ICS sees itself as a full-service partner and reliably manages mixed IT architectures. Users 

receive individually tailored infrastructure solutions, from the product to IT and logistics 

outsourcing. 

 

The solution integrator, headquartered in the Frankfurt/Rhine-Main metropolitan region, has over 

30 years of international project expertise and currently employs around 300 people.  
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Press images 

Please see the appendix for the following images in print resolution. 

 

Figure: ICS is showing future-oriented software solutions for automating intralogistics in SAP® and non-SAP 
environments at LogiMAT 2024. 

 


